Filter wheel equalization for chest radiography: a computer simulation.
A chest radiographic equalization system using lung-shaped templates mounted on filter wheels is under development. Using this technique, 25 lung templates for each lung are available on two computer controlled wheels which are located in close proximity to the x-ray tube. The large magnification factor (> 10X) of the templates assures low-frequency equalization due to the blurring of the focal spot. A low-dose image is acquired without templates using a (generic) digital receptor, the image is analyzed, and the left and right lung fields are automatically identified using software developed for this purpose. The most appropriate left and right lung templates are independently selected and are positioned into the field of view at the proper location under computer control. Once the templates are positioned, acquisition of the equalized radiographic image onto film commences at clinical exposure levels. The templates reduce the exposure to the lung fields by attenuating a fraction of the incident x-ray fluence so that the exposure to the mediastinum and diaphragm areas can be increased without overexposing the lungs. A data base of 824 digitized chest radiographs was used to determine the shape of the specific lung templates, for both left and right lung fields. A second independent data base of 208 images was used to test the performance of the templates using computer simulations. The template shape characteristics derived from the clinical image data base are demonstrated. The detected exposure in the lung fields on conventional chest radiographs was found to be, on average, three times the detected exposure behind the diaphragm and mediastinum.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)